Burke
Fully Adhered
Roofing Systems

A COMPLETE SYSTEM of
compatible deck adhesive,
flashing, penetration fittings,
molding corners, welding solution,
and other components
• Especially effective in harsh and
unpredictable environments
• Extremely high wind-resistance

R

COS

a division of Burke Industries

Burkeline Fully Adhered System:
Taming the unpredictable.
®

Suitable in any environment and all geometric building
designs. Burkeline® CSPE is 100 percent bonded to the
insulation layer, eliminating mechanical fasteners or
ballast. Due to the flexibility of the CSPE material,
expansion and contraction of the structural deck does
not degrade the bond created at installation.
The Burkeline Fully Adhered System is especially
effective in harsh, unpredictable environments, utilizing
the intergity of the roof structure to maintain a tight,
leakproof seal.
Burke provides more than just the roofing membrane.
A complete system of compatible deck adhesive, flashing,
penetration fittings, molding corners, welding
solution, and other components are designed to fill
system requirements.
Just a small
representative
sample of the
custom color
possibilities
available with
Burke CSPE.

Burkeline Roofing has earned its position in the industry
and is recognized with these certifcations:

Above, the St.Thomas USVI Post Office. Has endured two
major hurricanes protected with Burke Roofing!

No ballast or fasteners are required

•

Flexible CSPE expands and contracts
with roofing deck

CSPE.. the heart of a
Burkeline Roofing System

•

Holds tight in the harshest
weather conditions

•

Chlorosulfonated Polyethelene membrane is an
extremely durable, flexible material developed by
Burke Industries.

Above, FAA Building, Southern California
Below, a fully adhered system on the 100,000 square-foot
Fremont Middle School in Fremont, Ohio.

Energy-savings, efficient,
flexible CSPE

CSPE incorporates a strong structural scrim
laminated between thin rubber layers, typically
one side white, the other black for maximum
energy efficiency.
CSPE is actually uncured at the time of
installation. Installers heat-seam or solution-weld
the seams with a CSPE solution.
This creates a strong, monolithic seam that is
impossible to achieve with cured single-plys,
such as EDPM. As it ages, the seams and material
actually cure and get stronger.
St. Thomas, USVI
CTA Buliding, Billings, Montana
Confidence in quality materials and workmanship
allows Burkeline to offer this Extended Warranty
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